
 
      

DRA Secures Front End Engineering Design For Yangibana 

Rare Earths Project 
 

DRA Global (“DRA”) has been awarded the Front-End Engineering Design (FEED) 
contract by Hasting Technology Metals Limited (“Hastings”), for the Yangibana 
Rare Earths Project in Western Australia.  

The Yangibana Project will be Hastings’ first Rare Earths Project on the Australian 
continent, containing substantial Neodymium and Praseodymium resources. The Project 
currently spans approximately 650 square kilometers and is located in the Gascoyne 
region of Western Australia, some 250 kilometers north east of Carnarvon, and will 
supply the growing demand for new technology metals.  

After completion of a Definitive Feasibility Study (DFS) in 2017, Hastings has now 
undertaken to develop the Yangibana Project further, specifically the vital first phase of 
the processing plant. The site plot plan has been approved and is ready for detailed 
engineering and execution to proceed.   

The flow sheet for this initial project will comprise of two key elements; beneficiation and 
hydrometallurgy. This FEED scope of work shall progress the process plant engineering 
design and place long lead equipment orders to obtain vendor data to progress 
engineering in critical areas. A further outcome of this scope of work will be to define the 
requirements for detailed design, procurement, construction and commissioning (EPCM) 
of the Yangibana Rare Earths Project processing facility.   

In addition, this scope of work will progress engineering and update the project cost 
estimate for the Yangibana Rare Earths Project processing facility. The processing plant 
has been fast tracked by Hastings, and the first phase is expected to be completed by 
the end of December 2018.  

Greg McRostie, DRA’s Executive Vice President for the Asia Pacific region said, 
“Following the completion of a successful DFS, the FEED phase will now allow Hastings 
and its stakeholders to advance to a much higher level of definition for the processing 
facilities associated with the Yangibana Project. DRA is looking forward to working with 
Hastings for the first time, as both companies’ values and cultures align well, which 
makes for a strong working relationship.”  

“DRA brings decades of engineering experience to this project and has a globally proven 
track record. This has allowed us to set some tight deadlines and although it is a  
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challenge, our close working partnership with DRA inspires confidence. We are certain 
that this FEED phase will have a successful outcome and will lead to future collaboration 
on the Yangibana Project,” concludes Hannes Zandberg, Project Director at Hastings.  

Ends   

  
  
About DRA  
DRA is a diversified global engineering, project delivery and operations management group, with 
an impressive +30-year track record. Known for its collaborative approach and extensive 
experience in project origination and delivery, as well as turnkey operations and maintenance 
services, DRA delivers optimal solutions that are tailored to meet clients’ needs.  

With expertise in the areas of project development, mining, mineral processing, plant optimisation, 
operations & maintenance and related water, energy, and infrastructure requirements, DRA 
delivers truly comprehensive solutions to the resources sector. DRA employs over 4000 people 
and offers flexible engineering & operations management services worldwide through 16 offices.   

For more information, visit www.draglobal.com    

Enquiries:   
Christo Visser   
Senior Vice President - DRA Global 
christo.visser@draglobal.com  +61402901555  
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